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MT. McKINLEY REVISITE D. 

BY ALFRED D. LINDLEY. 

0 one had been on McKinley since the successful party 
headed by the late Archdeacon Hudson Stuck in 1913.1 

It was thought that the snows of nineteen years would have 
smoothed out considerably the N.E. ridge which had been so 
badly shattered by the Katmai earthquake of 1912, \¥itnessed 
by Mr. Belmore Browne and his party shortly after descending 
from their heroic and all but successful attempt on the S. 
P eak. 2 This ridge had delayed the Stuck party for three weeks 
while they cut a trail through the tangled mass of ice blocks. 
We did not \vish to attempt it if it was still in that condition, 
but a r econnaissance aeroplane flight in August of 1931 at a 
height of about 15,000 ft. and within 3 or 4 miles of this ridge 
had given an excellent opportunity to view it and, through the 
binoculars, it seemed sufficiently smoothed out to warrant an 
attempt by a party whose previous experience had been rather 
in the line of winter ski-1ng in the mountains than of high 
mountaineering. So when it was found that two members of 
the staff of Mt. McKinley National Park, wherein the great 
mountain is situated, were equally keen to make the attempt, 
a partnership was quickly formed and definite plans made. 

rrhe party as it was finally constituted ' teamed ' remarkably 
well. The resident members of the party, Harry J. Liek, 
Superintendent of Mci{inley Park, and Grant H . Pearson, 
Ranger, were familiar with all phases of dog-team transporta-· 
tion. They were also able to enlist the help of the rest of the 
staff of the Park to drive the additional teams and to bring 
back all three teams, "Yvhen they had finished their work of 
freighting up, to the head of the Muldrow Glacier. Those 
resident in the States, the writer and Erling Strom, of Oslo, 
Norway, who teaches ski-ing at Lake Placid, New York, in the 
winter, were able to devote all their time to the selection of the 
best possible outfit for the expedition. 

The original idea had been to use skis on the mountain as 
much as possible, the N.E. route being apparently adapted to 
their use. A more careful study of the route through the well
written books of Mr. Belmore Browne and Archdeacon Stuck 

• 1 A .J. 27, 425-7 . 2 I bid. 25, 644-8; 27, 189-195. 
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modified this plan to some extent. It became clear t hat skis 
would be very useful on the Muldrow Glacier .to its head at 
11,000 ft., but that they would be useless on the N.E. ridge, 
which would be very steep sno'v and ice climbing. They 
might be useful on the Upper Glacier or Grand Basin from 
15,000 to 18,500 ft., provided the snow were n ot too wind
blown and crusted. One could hardly expect to use them on 
the final climb to the two summits, north and south, although 
both were clearly snow peaks. It seemed V\rorth while, how
ever, to provide ourselves with two pairs of ski each , an ordinary 
pair of full-length touring ski for the trip out to the mountain 
and the glacier, and a short pair of high-alt itude ski that could 
be packed up the ridge and used on the Upper Glacier. 

In planning the trip, the advice of the late Allen Carpe, of 
New York, whose first ascents of Mts. Bona and Fairweather 
in Alaska and Mt. Logan in the Yukon Territory will long be 
remembered, was of very great value. H e was invited to join 
the party, but, having been asked by Professor Con1pton, of 
Chicago University, to take a series of cosmic ray observations 
on the Muldrow Glacier, he decided to form his own party and 
go to the Muldrow Glacier by aeroplane at a somewhat later 
date than we h ad planned. H e did request us, however, to 
freight up the scientific apparatus with our dog-teams. This 
meant an additional load for us of 800 lbs., but with three 
t eams and sever al r elays we were able to take care of this load 
as well as our own of 1200 lbs. without much delay. 

The party assembled at McKinley Park headquarters on the 
Alaska railroad on April 1. T'vo dog-teams had already 
started out with part of the outfit. The final start was made 

. on the morning of April 4, and after four days of very pleasant 
and uneventful ski-ing and dog-rr1ushing through the still 
deeply snow-covered foothills of the Alaska R.ange, ~·e covered 
the 100 miles to our base camp on Cache Creek. This creek is 
a t ributary of the Clearwater River, which in turn is a tributary 
of the McKinley fork of the I\:antishna River, the latter ending 
its course in the Yukon . There Grant P earson had, on a pre
vious t rip a few weeks before, set up a large tent within a few 
yards of the old camp site of the Belmore Browne party of 
1912, in the last growth of willows on the creek. 

No time was lost in making a trail for the dogs up the valley 
to the pass which leads to the Muldrow Glacier well up on its 
course. This fortunate feature of the N·.E. route to McKinley 
makes possible an avoidance of the long and dangerous march 
up the lVluldrow Glacier from its foot, which would mean an 
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additional25 miles of glacier travel. We first saw the Muldrow 
on its east side at Copper Mountain, well down on its course. 
We then took a trail leading around the foot of the glacier and 
its terminal moraine, across the low divide from the McKinley 
fork over to the Clearwater, and thus got into the valley of 
Cache Creek, by which we hit the Muldrow on its W. side and 
much higher up on its course. This left us only about 10 miles 
of horizontal distance and 5000 ft. of altitude to travel on the 
glacier, as the pass by which we reached it was at a height of 
about 6000 ft. There followed a week of beautiful weather on 
the glacier. During this time the skiers of the party went 
ahead and marked out a trail for the dogs over the rather badly 
crevassed sections of the three main series of seracs beneath the 
3000-ft. avalanche slopes of the lower N.E. ridge. Followed 
most promptly by the dog teams relaying up the 2000 lbs. 
of outfit, we camped on the level head of the glacier in the 
centre of a huge amphitheatre formed by the main wall of the 
N. Peak, the icefall of 4000 ft. cascading down from the Upper 
Glacier, and the wall of the N.E. or ' Karstens Ridge ' on the 
east. Snow and travelling conditions had been very good on the 
glacier much better than we had hoped for after reading the 
accounts of the previous parties. We were a month earlier 
than the Stuck party and two months earlier than the Brown 
party on their final assault, though they had been up the 
glacier previously in the month of April. We thus had clear 
weather and hard firm snow, so t'hat a large percentage of the 
crevasses were safely bridged. We sounded carefully all the 
way, and occasionally a man or a dog would break through a 
short distance, but we had no serious mishaps. There had been 
large avalanches a short time previously, over the debris of 
which we made a trail, but none of any size fell while we were 
on the glacier. 

~F'rom the head of the glacier we sent the dog-teams back for 
good. \file had not enough dog-food for them to wait, and 
travelling conditions at the base of the mountain would pro
bably not be practicable for them on our return journey. 
Thus we were left entirely on our own resources, and from then 
on it was to be all back-packing. 

The ridge seemed quite familiar, so accurately had it been 
described by the previous parties. We found it in good condi
tion at its lower part, although it was necessary in places to 
shovel off the light snow crest and cut steps in the hard firm 
crust below in order to negotiate the steeper parts with our 
heavy packs, weighing 45-65 lbs. We climbed on ski the 
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steep snow slope to the. low col of the ridge 500 ft. above our 
glacier camp, and it made a grand run down, but once on the 
ridge we abandoned the ski and put on crampons for good. 
"\Ve adopted the customary Alaskan winter footgear of huge 
oversized moccasins with as many socks as one could get on 
without retarding circulation, and often a pair of felt shoes 
and felt insoles inside the moccasins as well. Then, if one did 
not strap the crampons too tightly over the toes, it was possible 
to work at step-cutting all day long without danger of frost
bite. The days were not very cold at this stage of the climb, 
and the temperature at night seldom went below 0° (F.). 

We established an intermediate camp on the ridge at about 
·12,000 ft. before tackling its steeper upper portions. .~.!\.bout 
two-thirds of the way up we found that the crest of the ridge 
became sheer blue ice and that to continue along it would mean 
considerable delay while safe steps were cut for back-packing. 
We therefore traversed the steep sno-vv slope away from the 
crest to the right and reached some rocks in close proximity 
to the. icefall. From there we headed straight up a very steep 
but smooth snow slope to the top of the ridge. We shovelled 
and cut steps all of the way up this latter stretch, but it was a 
'long steep pull with a heavy pack. After carrying most of our 
food and fuel up on previous trips, we finally put in a big day 
and moved our camp from 12,000 ft. to the top of the ridge at 
15,000 ft., where we pitched it in exactly the same spot as had 
been used by the Stuck and Browne parties, in a hollow formed by 
some larger rocks. To make this last move, two trips each 
were necessary, with packs of over 50 lbs. We were travelling 
' heavy,' as we did not 'vish to repeat the experience of the 
Browne party, which r_an out of food at the higher altitude. 
At the foot of one of the rocks at this 15,000-ft. camp v.re found 
without trouble the minimum-registering thermometer left by 
Archdeacon Stuck. We examin.ed it carefully without moving 
it, and its recording needle was right down into the bulb of the 
thermometer, below the limit of its range, which was 95° below 
0° (F.) ! Thus temperatures might have been recorded lower 
than 100° below 0°. This sounds fantastic, but considering 
that winter temperatures on the lowlands of the Yukon of_ 
60° below are common, it does not seem so unreasonable. 
· We were nearly blown out of this camp site the first night, 

as it seemed to be a sort of natural wind-funnel for the icy 
winds sweeping down from the lJpper Glacier, and were forced 
to move camp down on the lower steps of the Upper Glacier itself 
for protection. It was while we were at this camp that we saw 
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the tiny specks of Allen Carpe and his companion, Theodore 
I{oven, marching up our old trail on the Muldrow. We saw 
them pitch their tents on our old camp site, near which we. had 
cached their scientific apparatus, and the same day we witnessed 
the rather extraordinary sight of an aeroplane circling at 4000 ft. 
below us and dropping additional supplies to Carpe. We 
looked practically straight down on this aeroplane. 

It had taken us a week to pack up the ridge. After a two 
days' spell of bad weather, during which travel was impossible, 
'"e headed up the Upper Glacier for reconnaissance. We took 
ski with us the first day, as the crevasses were rather firmly 
bridged and the slopes fairly even in inclination, but we soon 

,, 

discovered that the snow was unfit for ski-ing. It was the 
hardest sort of marble crust, formed in huge waves 2 and 3 ft. 
high. We did try the ski for a short distance on the return, 
but the labour of bouncing along over that kind of snow was 
too severe. We discarded them and used the crampons 
entirely. It was perfect snow for crampons. . 

This Upper Glacier was simply walking uphill. We put on 
the rope in one or two places as a matter of principle, but no 
one ever broke through. It seemed that a snow bridge of only 
a few inches i11 thickness was so firmly crusted by the wind 
that it would support the weight of a man. We climbed the 
two lovver ranges of seracs of this Upper Glacier and came to 
a large fairly level stretch at the base of the last seracs. The 
altitude -vvas somewhere between 16,500 and 17,000 ft. Our 
single aneroid had by this time ceased to register accurately. 
There we dumped our loads of food and fuel and decided that 
here would be our base for the final climb. This left us slightly 
over 3000 ft. of climbing for the S. Peak and 300ft. less for the 
N. Peak, but the routes up both looked fairly easy and we felt 
that '"e should be able to attain them in one day each. So 
we returned to our 15,000-ft. camp, spent the night, and the 
next day moved our camp up to the site we had chosen. We 
moved all in one load this time, as we did not wish to take the 
time for relaying, and it was slow going carrying 60 lbs. from 
15,000 to 17,000 ft. However, after establishing camp and 
getting a fair night's rest, though the thermometer went down 
to 25° below 0° as soon as the sun went behind the peaks, vve 
felt fit in the morning for a hard climb. It was May 7 : the 
weather was stormy at first but cleared rapidly, and at 9 A.M. 

we decided that it was now or never. 
It was a late start for the long climb, but we knew that there 

would be sufficient twilight to keep going well on into the eve.ning. 
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So we headed straight up to gain the crest of the main ridge 
behind our camp, and then followed this along over some easy 
rocks to the base of the final steep snow slopes leading up to the 
horseshoe-shaped summit ridge of the S. Peak. It was perfect 
crampon snow all the way, with no step-cutting necessary. We 
made one false move at this point by attempting to traverse 
around to the W. side of this final rise, where we thought the 
other parties had made their ascents. We had to cut steps to 
do this, but after a look round a sharp ice corner we decided that 
we were making unnecessary work for ourselves. Strom had 
spotted another route up the E. or inside face of the horseshoe
shaped summit ridge, so we turned back and struck straight 
up this steep snow slope. We traversed back and forth, as a 
direct ascent was not practicable without great effort, but our 
crampons held firmly and it was steady going. After some 
hours of this, during which we seemed to be making no progress 
whatsoever, we finally burst out, almost without warning, on 
the summit ridge in the full light of the now declining sun. 
We also struck the full force of the S.W. wind, but it was not 
too severe to do more than chill us considerably. We could 
see the summit and it was a short and easy walk up the ridge 
to gain the final little mound above a small hollow which was 
apparently the actual 'top of the continent,' because, having 
ascended this, we could sight along the ridge in both directions 
and could see that none of the other rises in the ridge came to 
equal height. This particular formation of a small hollow with 
two mounds on either side was exactly as Stuck had described. 
We looked for the wooden cross he had set up there, but the 
storms and snows of nineteen years had undoubtedly destroyed 
it, as we found no trace of it. The day was still fairly clear, 
and all Alaska lay at our feet, as we could see over theN. Peak 
out towards the Kantishna and Yukon country. We looked 
to the W. directly at Mt. Foraker, 17,000 ft., and beyond 
toward the Kuskokwim country; to the E. along the main 
Alaska Range, and to the S. down upon a mass of glaciers and 
peaks and the head-waters of the Chulitna and Susitna Rivers. 

After some attempts at photography, both motion and still, 
which, because of our inexperience with extreme cold, were 
unsuccessful and produced only frozen fingers and no pictures, 
we started down. We decided to go down the W. side of the 
horseshoe dome, as we wanted to look for the thermometer 
which Professor H. C. Parker, a member of the Belmore Browne 
party, had left in a crack in a rock at 19,000 ft. We found a 
group of rocks which we thought answered the description and 
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dug around a few of the higher ones in the hope of discovering 
it, but it was too cold to continue that sort of work in our rather 
tired condition, so we gave it up and left our own bronze record
tube on the hollow top of the largest rock in this group and then 
started off down the steep snow slopes.3 The crust· here was 
almost ice, and Pearson, in his exuberance and elation at having 
reached the top, was going a little too fast, when he suddenly 
tripped and slid a full 500 ft. on the rough snow until he came to a 
fortunate stop on the brink of a rather large open crevasse at the 
top of a serac leading down to the l Tpper Glacier. It seemed 
difficult to believe that he was not seriously hurt, but, apart from 
a cut on his arm and a rather badly scratched face, he was all 
right. We picked our way back down the seracs at the base of 
the summit dome to get on to the main part of the Upper Glacier 
and from there in the now fading light "round our vvay down 
to our camp. The two small tents looked most inviting in that 
waste of snow and ice, and although it was 25° below 0° by 
our thermometer, it seemed warm after the biting wind of the 
summit. 

Two nights and a day we rested, and then on the second 
morning, May 9, struck out again for the N. Peak. We felt 
that we were not justified in descending, as we were 0 still in 
fair condition and had plenty of supplies. We chose an easy 
and long route up the N. Peak along the Upper Glacier to its 
very head, and then doubled back up theW. ridge and face of 
theN. Peale There was a little ticklish rock-work at one stretch, 
and it was necessary to descend about 200 ft. at another point 
before the final climb, but otherwise the ascent and descent 
were without incident. We did succeed in getting 

0 

pictures, 
both motion and still, on this peak, including an effective shot 
of the S. Peak looming above us across the Grand Basin. We 0 

were disappointed in not finding the flagpole said to have been 
placed near the N. Peak by the legendary ' Sourdough ' expedi
tion of 1910, reputed to be the pioneers of the N.E. route up 
the mountain. 

Our "rork was now accomplished, so -the next morning we 
started to evacuate the mountain. We broke camp in the midst 
of the most severe storm we had yet encountered, with .howling 

3 We have been informed since by Mr. LaVoy, of the Parker
Browne party, that the thermometer was left in the highest rock of 
the majn ridge, on the E. side and at the base of the summit-dome 
culminating in the horseshoe summit ridge. We had passed this 
rock on the ascent but had not investigated it. 
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wind, snow, and a temperature of 10° below 0°, but somehow 
we got packed .up, abandoned one tent and all our food and fuel 
except for a light lunch, and headed down the Grand Basin. 
We made such a late start that by the time we got to the top 
of the ridge it was already 4 P.M., but we were in no mood to 
camp then and so struck off do-vvn the ridge. We hoped to 
descend before dark, but found it necessary to shovel steps all 
the way down, as our old trail had been completely obliterated 
during our week's absence. It was soon night, but we knew 
the slopes well and the northern twilight was just sufficient to 
permit us to continue the descent. We kept on the march, 
taking our turns at shovelling, and going back up after each 
spell for our heavy packs which, in spite of all we had aban
doned, were now permanently 60 lbs., and eventually reached 
the head of the Muldrow Glacier at 5 A.M. on May 11. There 
we found the.tents of Carpe and Koven in perfect order, every
thing complete, but mysteriously deserted. We at once looked 
for their diaries and found that they had become worried about 
the other members of their party who were overdue in joining 
them, and vve assumed that they had gone down the' glacier 
to meet their friends. So we cooked and ate a. meal and then 
started down. There was hardly a sign of our old trail or of the 
later marks of Oarpe and Koven because of the fairly heavy 
snowfalls of the past two ~reeks , during which we had been on 
the higher part of the mountain. But so many times had we 
been over the glacier on the ascent that we were able to stay 
fairly close to our old route. We had gone only about a mile 
and a half and dropped about 1000 ft. when we discovered the 
body of Koven lying where he had perished in the snow. He 
had suffered severe injuries and had then died from exposure. 
After returning to the head of the glacier for a small sled we 
had abandoned there, we laid the body on the sled and pro
ceded down the glacier. In a short distance we came upon the 
scene of the tragedy a crevasse about 6 ft. wide which had 
been completely bridged but had apparently given way under 
the two skiers. It was apparent that they were unroped, that 
one had not gone in at first but had side-stepped around the 
lip of the crevasse trying to assist his companion. The lip had 
apparently given way and the second man had fallen in also. 
Koven alone had been able to get out, although severely 
injured. Thus perished Allen Oarpe, probably the leading 
American climber, and his companion, Theodore Koven. 

While we were pulling the loaded sled with our only rope, 
our spare rope having been abandoned higher up, Pearson, 
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unroped, following behind on snowshoes, fell through into a 
crevasse a full 40 ft. Again, fortunately, he was uninjured and 
we got him out, but it taught us a lesson and the impossibility 
of descending safely -vvith Koven's body. So "\Ve abandoned 
the sled, all changed to ski and, roped together, continued our 
descent through the night with Strom leading the way with 
remarkable skill and memory. At 3 A.M. we came upon the 
camp of the other members of the Carpe party and informed 
them of the tragedy. We found one of the party too ill to 
travel, so agreed to send out an aeroplane for them as soon as 
we reached a t elephone. Two more hours and we reached the 
base camp, our difficulties over, our respect for the great 
mountain heighten ed by the tragedy above. 

In four days, travelling on ski at night over the uncertain 
spring snow, we reached Headquarters just six weeks from the 
day we had started . 

. 

[We must express our sincere thanks to lV1r. Lindley for his 
very interesting narrative. Editor, ' A.J. '] 

IxTACOIHUATL AND PoPOCATEPETL. 

BY H. S. HALL, JR. 

OTH of these mountains are said to have been climbed in • 

the sixteenth century, but the first definite record~d 
ascent in modern times of Ixtaccihuatl is thought to be that 
by a Swiss, one· James de Salis, on November 4, 1889. Popo
catepetl, though higher by about 750 ft., is considerably easier 
of ascent, principally because of the fact that its more sym
metrical form has allowed but little permanent snow and ice 
accumulation, in contrast to Ixtaccihuatl's rather considerable 
neve cap and glaciers. The exact altitudes of these peaks, so 
far as I have been able to find out from official Mexican sources, 
have not yet been accurately determined. Situated only 
40 miles S. of Mexico City and rising nearly 10,000 ft. above it, 
they are a lovely and imposing sigltt on clear days, of which 
there are many during eight months of the year on the high 
Mexican plateau. 

From the car window one day last March we first savv them, 
T. D. Cabot, W. A. Wood, Jr., and I. We had spent most of 
a fine day en route from Vera Cruz to Mexico City gazing at 
mighty Orizaba (18,225 ft.), the third highest mountain in 
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